
1.1.2  Power of Attorney, Voting: Double EMU
Two examples recorded

March 1863 stockholder’s voting proxy for two parties 
• 20¢ tax as separate assessments of Power of Attorney, Voting, 10¢ tax 

paid by matchng 10¢ Power of Attorney part perforate pair

1.1.3  Telegraph: Double EMU
Sole recorded example

December 1862 telegraph despatch to Cincinnati, “Don’t ship whiskey last ordered blockade forbids it” 
• 6¢ tax as separate assessments of Telegraph 3¢ tax, paid by matchng 3¢ Telegraph imperforate (x2)

Probably the message was sent twice, which would explain the two stamps. The one at lower right is canceled “JHR 
27,” presumably affixed on the 27th. The other cancel is different, with numeral “29” suggesting it was applied two 
days later. The notation “30+60 pd” suggests two payments. A fascinating piece full of character and mystery.

Extraordinary Double EMUs (Early Matching Usages)
For the original U.S. documentary stamp tax schedule of 1862, effective October 1, 1862, taxes were required 

to be paid by stamps bearing the name of the document on which they were used — i.e., Agreement stamps 
on agreements, Bank Check stamps on checks, and so on. 83 different stamps in 25 “titles” were created. 

However, delays in stamp production made matching usage unworkable, and Congress rescinded the 
requirement after less than three months, on December 25, 1862, after which documentary stamps could be 
used interchangeably. 

Users continued to affix matching stamps in significant quantities for some months, as stocks ordered 
in compliance with the original law were gradually depleted. These early matching usages (EMUs) are the 
creme de la creme of this field, and are avidly sought. 

The three double EMUs shown here, and five EMU combinations in the following section, are key items 
not just for this exhibit, but for the entire field of Civil War fiscal history.

1.1 Multiple Applications of Same Tax
Beginning with three remarkable double EMUs,  then arranged by document type, in alphabetical order 

color copy

1.1.1  Mortgage: Double EMU
Sole recorded example

March 1863 mortgage to secure payment of $2,100, 
assigned the same day to another party, 

• Mortgage $2 tax on both bond and assignment, 
     paid by matching $2 Mortgage imperforates

1.  U.S. Multiple Types/Rates/Payments
We begin with documents subject to multiple U.S. taxes. Their surprising variety was possible because of the remarkable 

scope and duration of the underlying taxes. Beginning in October 1862, for a full decade nearly every piece of paper that 
changed hands in the U.S. was taxed. 

With a single exception, each entry in the schedules specified a single application of a single tax. Even so, the nation’s 
business and personal affairs were so extensive and complex that some documents ― probably fewer than 1% ― were 
taxed more than once. 

This section explains the ways this could occur, as summarized in the section plan above left.

1.1 Multiple Applications of Same Tax
1.2 Multiple Types/Rates
1.3 Renewals/Transfers
1.4 Improperly Paid and Corrected
1.5 Imprint plus Adhesive

Once Was Not Enough: Multiple Taxation on Documents of the U.S. Civil War Tax Era, 1862–1883
Purpose . This exhibit shows documents from the era of Civil War U.S. stamp taxes, 1862–1883, that were subject to multiple 
taxes, by the U.S. itself or in tandem with U.S. states or foreign nations; and explains how these combinations occurred. 

As detailed herein in red, they are generally exceedingly rare.
The U.S. Civil War stamp taxes played a significant role in one of its most cataclysmic, impactful events, and documents 

illustrating these taxes comprise a rich and historically important field. This exhibit illustrates aspects of its  beauty and complexity 
not evident from an emphasis on types and rates alone. 

                      Exhibit Plan
1. U.S. Multiple Types/Rates/Payments
2. U.S.-State Combinations
3. Dual-Nation Stamping
4. Combinations with Later Taxes

For items/headings of special significance, captions have red borders.



1.1.4  Agreement (x25)
Mississippi labor contract with freed slaves

(Also underpaid and corrected)

1866 contract, Yazoo County, Mississippi, between Burwell Scott and 24 freedmen hired 
to work as “plantation hands, or otherwise” for the year 1867

• Agreement 5¢ tax paid by 2¢ plus Postage 1861 3¢ in lieu of a revenue
•  $1.20 tax added later as 5¢ (x24), since 24 separate agreements were included 

(The 1864 schedule stipulated that if multiple agreements were written on the same 
sheet, each was to be taxed.)

• Eight men received the top monthly wage of $15, but one only $12
• Six women earned $11, but others only $10, $8, $6 or $5; Emma Braxton received 

nothing
• Two children (signed for by their mothers) received $5 and $3

Scott was listed in the 1860 census as owner of 68 slaves. The conditions specified here 
were not markedly different from those during slave times: work “daylight until dark, . . . 
[even] on Sunday and at night as is usual or unavoidable . . . to be respectful and obedient 
. . . not to leave the place without permission.” In case of non-compliance, wages to be 
forfeited. Scott to feed and clothe them, providing:
• as weekly rations four lbs of meat and one peck of meal; 
• also two summer and one winter suits of clothes [“(all unmade)”], to the men one hat 

1.1  Multiple Applications of Same Tax (cont.)

1.1.5  Bank Check (x2)

1.1.5  Bank Check (x2) (II)
Extraneous payment upon 

endorsement

1.1.5  Bank Check (x2) (III)
Imprinted stamp not recognized

• Bank Check 2¢ tax paid by 2¢ imprinted stamp
• Bank Check 2¢ tax paid with adhesive by maker of the check, 
        unaware of the import of the imprint!

1.1.5  Bank Check (x2) (I)
Illegal use of Proprietary 3¢ & 1¢

• Bank Check 2¢ tax correctly assessed twice 
on order to pay stock dividends to two parties,

 but paid by Proprietary 3¢ & 1¢, nominally illegal for documentary use

Above and above right,
• Bank Check 2¢ tax paid on execution
• Bank Check 2¢ tax paid by endorsee
The second payments were unnecessary!
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1.1.6  Certificate (x2)
Occupied New Orleans; stamped oath of allegiance required before sailing!

Above, March 1864 Coasting Manifest, New Orleans, in the occupied Confederacy, of schooner Alice B., bound for Philadelphia 

• 5¢ Certificate tax on Assistant Port Collector’s certification of master’s statement that the manifest is true
• 5¢ Certificate tax on Collector’s certification of master’s “Oath of Allegiance and to Support the Constitution of the United States” 

The oath of allegiance was required for all departing vessels, designed to prevent benefit to the Confederate war effort. The form 
was  printed on other types of export documents during wartime, but as it 
was not incorporated here, this one was affixed.

Claim for canal boat burned during Morgan Raid through Ohio
Right, 1865 claim form for “PROPERTY TAKEN, LOST OR DESTROYED 

DURING THE MORGAN RAID THROUGH OHIO IN JULY, 1863,” for canal 
boat Roanoke burned July 22, 1863, at Nelsonville, value $346

• 5¢ Certificate tax on notary’s jurat as to the claim itself
• 5¢ Certificate tax on notary’s jurat as to signatures of “disinterested 

persons”

Creation of this form speaks to the damage done during the raid. Some 
4,400 Ohioans filed claims totalling $678,915, with $576,225 compensation 
authorized.

Morgan’s raid — Entry of Morgan’s freebooters into
Washington, Ohio. Harper’s Weekly, August 15, 1863

1.1  Multiple 
Applications 
of Same Tax 

(cont.)



1.1.7  Receipt (x9)
Paid simultaneously

1870 payroll sheet recording 16 payments 
• Receipt 2¢ tax for payment of money to nine workers, total 18¢

Seven more receipts were exempt from tax, as it applied only for amounts exceeding $20.

10¢ Contract in the distinctive ultramarine shade, introduced to combat washing of cancels 
and re-use of stamps in the normal deeper blue. The ultramarines were in use only about a year. 

Use of the 1¢ Proprietary was nominally illegal; Proprietary stamps were intended for use on 
medicines, perfumes, matches, etc.

1.1.7  Receipt (x12)
Paid semi-annually

Reverse of 1854 bond for payment of $10,000, with 21 receipts for semi-annual $300 interest payments 

• The first six predate establishment of the stamp tax on receipts, effective August 1, 1864
• The next 12, from November 1864 through May 1870, span the entire life of the Receipt 2¢ tax
• The last three, beginning November 1870, postdate the rescinding of the tax, effective October 1, 1870

No stamps were necessary! 1865 Ruling No. 201 by Internal Revenue Commissioner Boutwell exempted 
from stamp tax receipts for interest payment endorsed on the original bond or note. (Exhibitor’s research. 
If given as a separate instruments they were taxable.) However, many users were unaware of this.

1.1.7  Receipt (x2)
Double payment!

1866 bill from Curtis’ Hotel, Lenox. Mass. to Housatonic Rail Road Co. dated December 1
• Receipt 2¢ tax upon payment, stamped by proprietor W. O. Curtis 
• Receipt 2¢ tax paid by 2¢ Express blue with “HOUSATONIC R.R. CO. DEC 31 cancel

The second payment was superfluous.

1.1  Multiple Applications of Same Tax (cont.)



1.2  Multiple Types/Rates
Beginning with five remarkable double EMUs

1.2.1  Certificate of Stock - Power of Attorney: EMU (Early Matching Usage) Combination
Five examples recorded

• Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax paid December 18, 1862, by matching 25¢ Certificate imperforate 
• Power of Attorney for Stock Transfer 25¢ tax paid January 1863 by matching 25¢ Power of Attorney imperforate

1.2.2  Express EMUs Complete!
Two such combinations recorded

• Express 1¢ tax for charges to 25¢;        2¢ tax for charges above 25¢ to $1;         5¢ tax for charges above $1 
All paid January 19, 1863 by matching 1¢ Express imperforate, 2¢ Express orange, 5¢ Express imperforate (x2)
Express 1862 rates in effect only five months, during which stamps were generally available only the last three.

1.2.4  Inland Exchange - Protest EMU Combination
Fewer than ten $1.50 Inland Exchange EMUs recorded, and fewer than ten Protest EMUs

The combination is unique
January 1863 promissory note for $5,000, protested for non-payment and affixed to protest form

• Inland Exchange 1862 $1.50 tax for amounts above $2,500 to $5,000, paid by matching $1.50 Inland Exchange imperforate 
• Protest 25¢ tax paid by matching 25¢ Protest imperforate
Inland Exchange 1862 rates in effect only five months, during which stamps were generally available only the last three.

1.2.3  Lease -Agreement: EMU Combination
Only a handful of combinations of EMUs of any types recorded

Three $1 Lease EMUs recorded
Below, January 1863 “Lease and contract,” its principal provision a 99-year lease of the East Mahanoy 

Railroad by the connecting Little Schuylkill Navigation Railroad Co., with six other numbered provisions

• Lease 1862 $1 tax for terms exceeding three years, paid by matching $1 Lease imperforate
• Agreement tax 5¢ per page, paid by matching 5¢ Agreement (x5, one on each page) 



1.2.7  Certificate of Stock - Power of Attorney: Postage 24¢
Postage 24¢ recorded on only a handful of documents

• 1866 “City Stock” of Charleston, South Carolina, 
    Certificate of Stock 24¢ tax underpaid by 1861 postage 24¢ 

• Power of Attorney for Stock Transfer 25¢ tax 

The usage of the 24¢ was a happy accident, resulting from two errors.
• Instruments issued by government entities in the normal course of their 

functions were exempt from stamp tax, and other examples of this stock 
are typically not stamped. The stamp  here was cancelled (and presumably 
affixed) by the bondholder, Thaddeus Kelly,  evidently in a mistaken attempt 
to ensure legality. (The power of attorney was properly stamped at 25¢ as it 
was executed by Kelly, not the city.)

• Even if liable to stamp tax, the Certificate of Stock tax applied only to certificates 
of incorporated companies. This “stock” was essentially a promise to pay; if 
liable, the Inland Exchange tax of 5¢ per $100 would have applied.

1.2.6  Agreement /Inland 
Exchange -  Original Process
Five such combinations recorded

• Inland Exchange 10¢ tax on note, 
$110, at 5¢ per $100 

• Agreement 5¢ tax on clauses in fine 
print (but 1¢ Proprietary nominally 
illegal)

• Original Process 50¢ tax on 
judgment after the note was unpaid

1.2.5  Mortgage - Power of Attorney EMU 
Combination

Three General Power of Attorney EMUs recorded
Nine Mortgage $2 EMUs recorded

The combination is unique.
March 1863 mortgage, amount $1,750, with appended 

warrant of attorney confessing judgment if unpaid

• Mortgage 1862 $2 tax on amounts above $1,000 to $2,500, 
paid by matching $2 Mortgage imperforate

• Power of Attorney 1862 $1 tax, paid by matching $1 Power 
of Attorney imperforate 

Mortgage 1862 rates in effect only five months, during which 
stamps were generally available only for the last three.

Now arranged by document type, 
in alphabetical order of the first usage

color copy

3.2  Multiple Types/Rates  (cont.)



1.2.9  Certificate - Receipt: Jumping through Government Hoops (II)
Rare use of postal cancels 

1866 “Certificate to obtain [customs] allowance on Vessels of twenty tons upwards 
employed in the Banks and other Fisheries,” Plymouth, Massachsetts, 

for four-month voyage in mid-1865 of schooner Engineer
• Certificate 5¢ tax on statement of the particulars of the voyage
• Certificate 5¢ tax on oath of ship’s agent that statement is correct
• Receipt 2¢ tax on receipt of $218.94 allowance from Customs Collector at Plymouth

Stamps precancelled with “PLYMOUTH MASS” postal cancels!

1.2.8  Certificate - Bank Check: Jumping through Government Hoops (I)
Maryland $100 bounty for enlisted slave

1864 certificate of Office of Board of Claims for Slaves Enlisted in U.S. Service, Baltimore, that “R. H. Garret of 
Calvert County, . . . has filed a valid Deed of Manumission and Release of Service of Major Johnson, a man of African 
descent . . . enlisted on the 21st day of November, 1863, in the 9th Regiment U.S. Colored Troops, Co. F.” This is 
attached to oath of ownershp, and attached beneath, certification of signature of justice before whom it was made  

• Certificate 5¢ tax on Clerk’s certification of completed claim
• Bank Check 2¢ tax on $100 bounty payment to agent
• Certificate 5¢ tax on certification of signature of justice attesting to proof of ownership

The proof of ownership bears yet another 5¢ stamp, and other stamped forms were required as well, including 
a Deed of Manumission.  The slave was freed, but only after enlisting! 

Claimants typically hired specialized agents to run this gauntlet of forms for them.

1.2.10  Contract - Receipt
Sole recorded such combination 

1868 broker’s memo for purchase of bonds, amount $877.50, 
receipt for payment alongside

• Contract 9¢ tax at 1866 rate of 1¢ per $100, paid by 4¢ Proprietary & 5¢ 
• Receipt 2¢ tax 

Payment of documentary taxes with Proprietary stamps, intended for 
use on medicines, perfumes, matches, etc., was illegal but widely tolerated.

1.2  Multiple Types/Rates (cont.)
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1.2.11  Conveyance - Certificate
Twelve $20 Probate of Will imperforates! 

August 1863 deed to Santiago Mill, Carson River, Nevada Territory, amount $125,000 
• Conveyance tax $240 at 1862 rates: $20 tax for first $20,000, plus an additional 

$20 for each additional $10,000, paid by twelve $20 Probate of Will imperforates, 
executed and stamped in San Francisco

• Certificate 1862 10¢ tax on Recorder’s certification upon filing for record in Nevada

The 10¢ tax  was unnecessary. The Act of March 3, 1863, had exempted from stamp duty 
“any certificate of the record of a deed or other instrument in writing” (and lowered the 
general Certificate rate to 5¢), but news of this took many months to be generally realized 
in the West. Thanks to this delay these pieces became California-Nevada combination 
usages! 

1.2.12  Mortgage - Certificate
$20 Probate of Will imperforates; all three perforation styles 

The above deed was paid by $30,000 in hand plus $95,000 in promissory notes secured 
by mortgage. The mortgage at right, made the same day, accomplished that. 

• Mortgage tax $47.50 at 1863 rate, 10¢ per $200, paid by an array of imperforate or 
part perforates, including two $20 Probate of Will imperforates

• An additional 50¢ appears to pay the Agreement tax of 5¢ per page. 

• Certificate 1862 10¢ tax on Recorder’s certification upon filing for record in Nevada, 
paid by 10¢ Bill of Lading, completing the trio of perforation styles

Both ex-“Newlands Find,” from the personal archive of William Sharon, Agent of the 
Bank of California in Virginia City, which later acquired the Santiago.

color copy

color copy color copy

1.2  Multiple Types/Rates (cont.)



1.2.13  Insurance - Agreement
1867 policy insuring two stores in Boston, premium $81.25 

• Insurance 50¢ tax for premiums above $50 
• Agreement 5¢ tax on later amendment allowing doorway 

connecting the stores to be cut, for an additional $3.50 premium

1.2.15  Assignment of Lease Compound Rate
Three examples recorded of this unusual compound rate

The Act of March 3, 1865, taxed an assignment or transfer of a lease at the same 
rate as the original lease, plus the tax on a conveyance of property of equal value.

1866 and 1870 assignments of the same lease of property in New York City, for 
$45,000 and $105,000, respectively:

              Left,                                                                    Right,• Conveyance tax $45 
• Lease tax $3.50

• Conveyance tax $105 
• Lease tax $3.50

1.2.14  Insurance - Postage
Fewer than twenty examples seen

1863 policy insuring farm property, premium $12 
• Insurance 25¢ tax at 1863 rate for premiums above $10 
• Postage 3¢ fee for delivering policy to the insured

1.2  Multiple 
Types/Rates 

(cont.)



1.2.16  Mortgage - Agreement
Sole Recorded $500 “Persian Rug” on Document

Final page of 1872 five-page Morris and Essex Rail Road Co. $5,000,000 mortgage 

• Mortgage $500 tax at 50¢ per $500, paid by the “Rug”
• Agreements 25¢ tax at 5¢ per sheet of paper; the “9” at top shows there were five sheets 

The Boston Revenue Book gives the date of first delivery of the $500 as October 3, 1871. The cancel 
here is dated October 2, evidently backdated to the mortgage date. Note the proof-like vivid colors, 
extraordinarily sharp impression, and freshness. Of the surviving “Rugs,” only this one has “the bloom 
of a stamp that has never known water.”

1.12.17  Montana Territory (I): Power of Attorney, Real Estate - Certificate
Extremely early Montana usage

April 1865 power of attorney, Nevada City, Montana Territory, to sell land in Colorado Territory 
• Power of Attorney $1 tax for sale of real estate 
• Certificate 5¢ tax on jurat of district court clerk, Virginia City

1.2.18  Montana Territory (II): Surety Bond - Certificate
Rare use of Third Issue in the West

April 1872 surety bond of notary public, Virginia City, Montana Territory
• Surety Bond $1 tax for performance of the duties of an office 
• Certificate 5¢ tax on jurat of county clerk, paid by Third Issue 5¢

Virginia City, Montana, 1865 and 1872
April 1865: district court document handwritten, 

striking primitive paper seal 
April 1872: county document printed, embossed seal 

1.2  Multiple Types/Rates (cont.)



1.2.20  Power of Attorney: Real Estate - Rent - Stock Transfer - Voting - General
“Grand Slam” of all five power of attorney taxes?

Two examples recorded of Power of Attorney, Rent
Fewer than ten documents recorded showing all three perforation styles

(Also underpaid and corrected!)
1865 “General Power of Attorney” form conferring an array of powers:

• to collect rents, tax 25¢
• to sell, rent or lease lands, tax $1
• to collect interest or dividends, tax 25¢
• general power (“everything else”), tax 50¢
• voting proxy, tax 10¢? 

The voting proxy is not specifically mentioned, but its 10¢ tax was evidently paid, as $2.10 in stamps 
were affixed, precisely the total of all five Power of Attorney taxes (Rent, Real Estate, Stock Transfer, 
Voting, General). The voting power was probably considered to have been included under the broad 
closing proviso to “perform all and every act and thing  . . . whatsoever . . . as I might or could do.”

Stamps affixed in two stages:
• Two 25¢ initialed “S. S.” by Samuel Smith, who executed the power and evidently believed the 

general Power of Attorney tax of 50¢ to be sufficient.

• $1 Foreign Exchange imperforate and 60¢ Inland Exchange part perforate initialed “M F K” by 
appointed attorney M. F. Klauke, who evidently realized more tax was due. 

Legitimate use of “unfinished” stamps after mid-1864 is virtually never seen except in the far West, 
where it is in fact relatively routine. 

1.2.19  Power of Attorney - Certificate: Jumping through Government Hoops (III)
Claim for forage furnished to U.S. cavalry prior to battle of Gettysburg

July 1865 power of attorney to prosecute claim for forage furnished to U.S. Army, 
with loyalty oath at top and certification by justice of the peace below

Attached supporting documents establish that the forage was furnished June 25–6, 1863, to 
Union cavalry scouting at Gettysburg before the pivotal battle there (fought July 1–3).

• Power of Attorney 1864 50¢ tax
• Certificate 5¢ tax on loyalty oath
• Certificate 5¢ tax on justice’s statement

On the reverse three more duly stamped certified statements including a corroboration by 
the commanding officer of the troops — all to recover $25.20, of which the attorney would take a 
healthy percentage, if successful!

1.2  Multiple Types/Rates (cont.)



1.3  Renewals/Transfers
Arranged by document type, in alphabetical order

1.3.1  Insurance: Transfer, Increased Coverage, Renewals
Transfer at increased rate
Above left, July 1864 policy, premium $254
• Insurance 25¢ tax at 1862 25¢ blanket rate
• Insurance 50¢ tax upon transfer in 1866, at 1864 50¢ rate for premiums above $50

Increased coverage, increased rate!
Left, December 1869 policy, premium $8.05
• Insurance 10¢ tax at 1863 10¢ rate for premiums to $10 paid by 10¢ Contract ultramarine blue 
• Insurance 25¢ tax upon coverage increase November 1870, premium $22.05, additional 15¢  paid by 5¢ & 10¢ Contract blue

The “Ultramarine Experiment”
The distinctive ultramarine shades were introduced by printer Joseph Carpenter to combat washing of cancels 

and re-use of stamps in the normal deeper blue. Juxtaposition of the 10¢ Contract ultramarine blue with the 10¢ 
Contract blue affixed eleven months later wonderfully illustrates the brief duration of the “ultramarine experiment.”

Ten renewals, increased rate
Above, 1853 policy, premium $75, with 22 yearly renewals, spanning the entire decade of Insurance stamp taxes!
• Insurance 25¢ tax in 1863 and 1864, the former with matching 25¢ Insurance imperforate
• Insurance 50¢ tax in 1865–1872, at 50¢ rate for premiums above $50

color copy



1.3.2  Inland Exchange: Renewed Twice
Sole recorded example

1868 promissory note, New Orleans, $3,800 in one year, “Secured by Mortgage 
duly stamped $8” reading up at left center, thus properly unstamped. 

(If a note or bond was secured by mortgage, only one required stamps, 
provided the higher duty was paid; in this case the rates were equivalent: 5¢ per 
$100 for notes, 50¢ per $1,000 for mortgages.)
• Inland Exchange $1.90 tax upon renewal, presumably in 1869
• Inland Exchange $1.90 tax upon second renewal, presumably in 1870
Notated “Filed May 20 72”; the absence of cancels suggests the stamps were 
affixed to ensure legality during court proceedings .

1.4  Unpaid/Underpaid/Overpaid and Corrected
(See also the power of attorney “grand slam” two boards 

previous, and the freedmen’s labor contract on the second board)

1.3.3  Mortgage: 1863 & 1864 Rates
Sole recorded example

November 1863 mortgage, $1,200. After reorganization it was renewed in December 1864.  
• Mortgage 60¢ tax upon execution at 1863 rate of 10¢ per $200, paid by the beautiful 60¢ Inland Exchange part perforate
• Mortgage $1.50 tax upon renewal at 1864 rate of 50¢ per $500

1.4.1  Conveyance (I): $10 Due, 5¢ Paid!
Stamped and signed by Collector W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War under Grant

1864 document whereby Mahaska County Rail Road Co., in consideration of the nominal sum of one dollar, “sells and 
conveys” to Keokuk, Ft. Des Moines and Minnesota Railroad Co. its right of way, roadbed, ties, bridges, and timbers, 
from a section of its road; and the latter agrees to build and run their railroad to Oskaloosa by August 1864. 
• Agreement 5¢ tax paid upon execution, stamp signed and dated by presidents of both railroads
• Conveyance $10 tax paid by $5 pair canceled “W. W. B. Collector 1st Dist Iowa March 11, 1867,” alongside “Stamp 

affixed and penalty remitted this 11th day of March 1867 at Keokuk Iowa,” signed by Belknap. Notated “Exhibit E ... 
Deposition,” evidently introduced as evidence in a lawsuit, and stamped properly to ensure legality 

W. W. Belknap circa 1865 (Matthew Brady) Interview at the White House between President Grant and Secretary Belknap 
(Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, March 18, 1876)

1.3  Renewals/Transfers (cont.)color copy

Belknap, a Union major general, served as Secretary of War under Grant from 1868 to 1876. 
His portrait appears on the 10 lb. black snuff stamp of 1872, exemplifying the unprecedented self-promotion and mutual 

admiration in high places that characterized the Grant administrations, which resulted in the portrayal of no fewer than 23 
living statesmen on tax paid stamps.

Even so, Belknap was arguably the least deserving of the honor: he resigned in the face of impeachment, having accepted 
annual kickbacks for appointing a crony to the lucrative position of post trader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory.

Belknap is positively credited for reforming the military justice system; preserving Mathew Brady’s photographic record 
of the Civil War; creating and expanding the weather bureau; and for quick action in support of victims of the Great Chicago 
Fire of 1871. But according to a biographer, Belknap “willingly turned to graft to support the social ambitions of his wives” 
(in succession, not simultaneous; after his wife’s death in 1870, Belknap had married her younger sister). In fact the kickback 
scheme that proved his downfall had been designed by his second wife. 



1.4.1  Conveyance (II): $3 Due, 50¢ Paid
“Wallpaper” retroactive remedy of underpayment by 2¢ (x125)!

1869 deed, amount $3,000, Conveyance $3 tax at 1864 50¢ per $500 rate 
• 50¢ tax paid by 10¢ (x5, see inset)
• $2.50 underpayment remedied upon recording in October 1873, by 2¢ Third Issue (x125) including a block of 81!  

No other stamps were readily available, as all documentary taxes save the 2¢ levy on bank 
checks had been rescinded more than a year earlier, effective October 1, 1872.

1.4.2  Inland Exchange (I): 4¢ Due, 2¢ Paid
Unique combination of Bank Check 2¢ orange and blue 
November 1863 promissory note, $200 in four months

Inland Exchange 4¢ tax at 1863 4¢ per $200 rate for durations three to four months
• 2¢ tax paid upon execution by 2¢ Bank Check orange from the scarce First Printing
• 2¢ underpayment remedied three days later, by 2¢ Bank Check blue 

(This stamp initially printed in orange for only about two weeks, then in blue until mid-1864)

1.4.2  Inland Exchange (II): 1863 & 1864 Rates!
Four such combinations recorded

August 2, 1864, time draft, $1,500 at 20 days sight
Inland Exchange 75¢ tax at 1864 5¢ per $100 rate, effective August 1

• Inland Exchange 8¢ tax paid at 1863 1¢ per $200 rate for durations to 30 days
• 67¢ underpayment remedied August 18 by company Secretary upon 

acceptance at home office in Philadelphia

1.4.2  Inland Exchange (III): 10¢ Due, 2¢ Paid
Town bond to pay for Civil War substitute

Rare part perforate strip 

Canaan, Maine, 1865 Town Order for $200 with 6% interest, 
“for part pay for Substitute furnished to fill the quota of Canaan under the President’s call of Dec 19 1864”

Payable at indefinite future time, thus Inland Exchange 10¢ tax at 1864 5¢ per $100 rate 
• 2¢ tax paid upon execution at Bank Check 2¢ rate, as customary on orders paid on demand
• 8¢ underpayment remedied the following day, by 5¢ & 1¢ Express part perforate strip of three 

Evidently no volunteers from Canaan were forthcoming, and its Selectmen were forced to raise money to 
procure substitutes. A federal bounty of $300 had been set in 1863 for volunteers, and at least that amount was 
necessary to entice substitutes. Here, in order to raise the necessary funds, the town sold its Orders, essentially 
interest-bearing promissory notes. Paying them off, with interest, was a worry for the future!

1.4  Unpaid/Underpaid/Overpaid and Corrected (cont.)

color copy



1.4.3  Mortgage: $1,000 Bond, $1 Due, 50¢ Paid
Sole recorded such usage

Below, 1872 $1,000 bond secured by mortgage (stated at left, reading up) 
• 50¢ tax paid at Inland Exchange rate of 5¢ per $100, by 50¢ Entry of Goods
• 50¢ added to fully pay Mortgage rate of 50¢ per $1,000, paid by 50¢ Second Issue

1.4  Unpaid/Underpaid/Overpaid and Corrected (cont.)

Overpaid and Corrected!
1.4.2  Inland Exchange (IV): $1,000 Bond, 50¢ Due, $1 Paid

Sole recorded such usage
Above, 1867 $1,000 bond unsecured by mortgage 

• $1 tax paid at Mortgage rate of 50¢ per $1,000, by $1 orange imprint
• Correct tax 50¢ at Inland Exchange rate of 5¢ per $100, paid by 50¢ green printed over $1 orange!

• Agreement 5¢ tax paid by additional 5¢ green imprint



Civil War plus New York Stock Transfer Taxes
1872 certificate with Civil War 25¢ tax paid by imprint plus New York stock transfer tax of 2¢ per $100 paid by 1908 2¢ (x4)

Fewer than ten such combinations recorded

1.4.4  Surety Bond: $50 Due, 25¢ Paid!
Fewer than ten documents recorded showing

all three perforation styles 

1866 $100,000 bond of Pacific Mail Steamship Co. to 
State Harbor Commissioners, San Francisco, to secure 
payment of 15-year lease at $1,250 per month. Appropriate 
tax $50 as surety bond for payment of money, at Surety 
Bond 1864 rate of 50¢ per $1,000.

• Stamped first at general Bond 25¢ rate, paid with 25¢ 
Certificate

• Later correct $50 tax paid by 20 stamps, including 
imperforates, part perforates (note the rare 50¢ 
Passage Ticket) and perforated $2 Mortgage

1.4.5  Original Process: 
50¢ Due, 45¢ Paid, 50¢ Penalty!

Few documents stamped by Collectors recorded 

June 1866 initiation of suit

• Original Process 45¢ tax, slightly underpaying 50¢ rate

• Original Process 50¢ tax assessed by Collector during legal 
proceedings, notated “Stamp affixed and penalty remitted 
by me this 12th day of September 1866 John A. Hunter, 
Collector 12 Dist. of Ohio”

For want of 5¢, 50¢was lost!

Anticipating the loss of the bulk of its shipping trade to the 
East upon completion of the transcontinental railroad, the 
Pacific Mail Steamship Co. in 1867 would  launch a transpacific 
service to Japan and China, for which this lease was crucial.

The signees here were all financial heavyweights, including:
• PMSSCo president Oliver Eldridge, famed sea captain
• Louis McLane, president of Wells Fargo & Co. Express, first 

president of Nevada Bank in 1875, which serviced Comstock 
“Bonanza Kings” Mackay, Fair, Flood and O’Brien.

color copy

color copy

1.4  Unpaid/Underpaid/Overpaid and Corrected (cont.)



1.4.6  Use of Proprietaries Corrected
Only a handful of such corrections recorded

1871 USIR Brewer`s Bond, remote Steilacoom, Washington Territory 

• 25¢ general Bond tax paid by 2¢ Proprietary blue (x12) & 1¢ Proprietary. The use of 
Proprietary stamps (intended for medicines, etc.) to pay documentary taxes was illegal, 
but widely tolerated. 

• 25¢ Certificate added (uncanceled, but with “ghost image” proving its long-time presence). 

This bond may have passed through the hands of an official who recognized the illegal 
stamps, and added the 25¢ documentary. Alternatively, the 6th instruction at bottom (“A 
twenty-five cent stamp must be affixed and canceled.”) may simply have been taken literally!

1.4.7  Use of Non-Matching Stamp Corrected!
Sole recorded example

Deed made January 23, 1863, in Massachusetts, amount $275

• 50¢ Conveyance tax paid by 40¢ Inland Exchange part perforate & 10¢ Inland Exchange
• 50¢ Conveyance imperforate added to satisfy the requirement for matching use

40¢ canceled “CS Jany 23 JWJ” and 10¢ “JWJ Jany 23 C Stetson,” by Caleb Stetson and J. W. 
Jenkins Jr.; 50¢ canceled in two stages: “CS Jany 24 1863 / JWJ Jr Feb 2d 1863” 
The 50¢ was evidently affixed on advice of Notary Geo. Hobbs, before whom Stetson, of 
Barre, appeared on January 24; Jenkins, of Norfolk, completed the cancel nine days later. 

Required use of matching stamps was rescinded December 25, 1862, effective immediately. 
However, as shown here, it took weeks or months for notice of this to be disseminated.   

1.5.2  Imprinted Payment Overidden by Adhesive
Virginia City, Montana Territory!

Above, 1867 draft, $1918.35
• Bank Check 2¢ tax paid by imprinted 2¢, adequate  for sight draft 
• Inland Exchange $1 tax at 5¢ per $100, as payable in 45 days

The 2¢ paid for the imprint was wasted.

1.5.1  Payment with Postage Corrected: 
Four Taxes!

Rare use of grilled “Blackjack” pair
1867 “cognovit note,” $30, allowing judgment if unpaid

• Inland Exchange 5¢ tax at 5¢ per $100
• Agreement 5¢ tax on fine print clauses

• Paid first by postage 2¢ “Blackjack” (x5, including grilled 
pair; another obviously re-used, one more probably so)

• Use of postage stamps corrected by Certificate 5¢ (x2, 
different shades)

1.5.3  Imprinted Payment Completed by Adhesive
Fewer than twenty documents recorded with Second Issue 3¢ 

Below, 1872 certificate of deposit, $200
• Certificate of Deposit 2¢ tax for amounts to $100, by imprinted 2¢ 
• 5¢ tax for amounts exceeding $100 completed by Second Issue 3¢

1.5  Imprint plus Adhesive
In rare cases instruments with imprinted stamps also bear adhesives.

(See the first board for another example)

1.4  Unpaid/Underpaid/Overpaid and Corrected (cont.)



2.1.2  California Exchange (II): Unique Pair of Seconds
1864 Second bill of exchange, Wells, Fargo & Co., Sacramento, drawn on head office in New York

• payable at sight, taxed by U.S. at 2¢ Bank Check rate, paid by 2¢ Proprietary blue 
• amount $1,000, taxed by California at 1861–6 Exchange $2 rate, paid by $1 Second vertical pair

Theoretically, this pair shouldn’t exist! The other five recorded Exchange pairs consist of a First above a Second, 
presumably sold thus to the public, who received both (and the Third, when necessary) for the unit price. This 
one has two Seconds!  Moreover the top stamp is printed with open letters, the bottom stamp, closed letters! 

The Wells Fargo circular postal datestamp was used here as a revenue cancel. Payment of document taxes with 
Proprietary stamps, intended for use on medicines, perfumes, matches, etc., was illegal but widely tolerated.

2.1.1  California Attorney - U.S. Certificate
Sole recorded U.S - California Attorney combination

1866 attorney’s license, 10th Judicial District Court, Yuba County, California
• California $10 Attorney at Law tax paid by Attorney $10 red 
• Certification by court clerk taxed at U.S. general Certificate 5¢ tax

Just six licenses bearing Attorney stamps have been recorded, 
two with the iconic blue stamp, four with the red.

2.1.2  California Exchange (III): $90 Tax
Two examples of $90 rate recorded 

1865 Duplicate bill of exchange, Bank of California, San Francisco,  drawn on New York
• payable at sight, taxed by U.S. at 2¢ Bank Check rate
• amount $50,000, taxed by California at 1861–6 Exchange $90 rate, six Second Exchange stamps ($6 to $30)

2.1.2 California Exchange (IV): Drawn on London
Extraordinary late use of U.S. 60¢ & 30¢ imperforates

 1866 Second drawn on London, £872.11.4 (about $4,300)
• U.S. Foreign Exchange rate 2¢ per $100, 90¢ paid
• California 1861–6 Exchange $10 rate ($4,000+ to $5,000)

2.1.2  California Exchange (V): Drawn on Lima
Sole recorded $8 puce on document, and one of 

very few extant; only 133 were sold 
1871 First of exchange, San Francisco, drawn on 

Henry Meiggs in Lima, Peru, £1,200 (about $5,820)
• U.S. Foreign Exchange tax $1.20 at 2¢ per $100 
• California Exchange 1866-72 $7 rate overpaid by 

the very rare $8 puce

San Franciscan Meiggs, “The Father 
of North Beach,” built Meiggs Wharf in 
1852, an L-shaped structure jutting  into 
San Francisco Bay. But in 1854 “Honest 
Harry” sailed with his family to Tahiti, 
having embezzled $800,000 in city 
funds and leaving $1 million in debts. 
Amazingly, in Chile and Peru Meiggs 
recreated himself as South America’s 
foremost railroad builder. 

2.1  California,  1863–1873
California’s “Gold Rush Revenues,” first issued in 1857, helped the 

fledgling state avert a financial crisis. After arrival of U.S. revenues in San 
Francisco in February 1863, federal-state combinations became obligatory.

2.1.1  Attorney at Law
2.1.2  Exchange
2.1.3  Insurance
2.1.4 Passenger

color copy

2. Federal-State Combinations
Continuing the subtheme of multiple domestic taxes, this section presents combinations of the 

U.S. with its five states that issued their own stamps during 1862-1883:
2.1  California, 1857–1873
2.2  Nevada, 1865–1873
2.3  Alabama Tax on Seals, 1866–1884

2.4  Oregon Insurance Tax, 1871–1887
2.5  Louisiana Law Stamps, 1880–1898

2.1.2  California Exchange (I): Final Shot of the Civil War
October 1864 Second bill of exchange, San Francisco, by master of whaling bark Jireh Swift, on its owners in New Bedford

• payable at sight, thus taxed by U.S. at 2¢ Bank Check rate 
• amount $1,000, taxed by California at 1861–6 Exchange $2 rate for amounts above $750 to $1,000

The Jireh Swift was in San Francisco to unload $100,000 in whale oil, On June 22, 1865, she would be captured and burned in 
the Bering Sea by the infamous Confederate raider Shenandoah.The Jireh Swift made a run for the Siberian coast, until a 
shot whistling past her stern brought her to. This is widely considered the final shot of the Civil War. 



2.1.3  California Insurance $19 Rate
Sole recorded example of $19 rate

• Renewal of $20,000 policy, San Francisco, premium $250, U.S. tax 50¢ 
• California tax $19 on amounts $15,000 to $20,000, paid by “Rectangular” $7 & $4 (x3)

                         2.1.3  California Insurance Tablet Error
                                    Two examples recorded on document
U.S. tax 25¢, California 50¢. The caption on the state stamps cannot all be correct! 
The error is in the middle stamp, which had the value tablet from the 20¢ Exchange 
stamp inserted into the Insurance cliche by mistake. 
          A wonderful juxtaposition of the error with the normal  10¢ and 20¢ 

The state stamps read:
ABOVE $150 TO $200 20 CTS. 
ABOVE $50 TO $100 20 CTS. 
ABOVE $50 TO $100 10 CTS.

2.1.3  California Insurance; Follow the Money (I)
1864 policy on Merrimac Mill, Carson River, Nevada, executed in San Francisco. Insurance was taxed by the U.S. at 
10¢, 25¢ or 50¢ as detailed at left, but by California at 22 rates to $100. 

• premium $262.50, U.S. tax 50¢, paid here by 50¢ Lease imperforate
• state tax $10, paid by California Insurance $5 (x2)

As shown on board #20, once Nevada taxes commenced in 1865 with rates mimicking those of the U.S., the Merrimac 
Mill switched its coverage to Nevada agencies because of the vastly lower rates there.

2.1.3  California Insurance $100 Rate
Sole recorded example of $100 rate

December 1871 agreement whereby Liverpool and London 
and Globe Insurance Co., for $400,000, acquires all viable 
policies of Pacific Insurance Co., which had declared 
bankruptcy after the great Chicago fire of Oct 8-10, 1871
• U.S. tax 50¢ 
• California tax $100 on amounts above $100,000, paid by 

“Rectangular” $10 brown block of ten
Just six blocks of four or larger of the Rectangulars are 
known, the others all of the 4¢ to 15¢; this spectacular $10 
block is one of the premier items of California fiscal philately.



From Wikipedia: “Affectionately known as the ‘Little Governor’ due to his 
5-foot-6-inch (1.68 m) stature, he was also Arizona’s longest serving territorial 
governor. His work to create a public education system earned him the name 
‘Father of  the Arizona Public Schools.’ ” Safford is additionally known for 
granting himself  a divorce.

2.1.3  California Insurance, Circular Die-Cut, “Rectangular” Stamp!
• Below, 1872 policy, premium $8, U.S tax 10¢
• Amount $1,000, state tax $1, paid by die-cut California $1 olive yellow

The state stamp is die-cut—separated by a punch, or die, rather than more 
laboriously with scissors—but using a die designed for the old circular stamps! 

2.1.3  California Insurance, 21 Taxes! 
Nine short-term rates unique to this policy 

 1867 marine insurance open policy eventually covering 21 voyages between 
San Francisco and Mexican ports, 

• taxed once by U.S. at 50¢, 
• by California on each voyage

California taxed policies for up to three months at 25% of the one-year rates. 
There are nine short-term rates here, depending on the amounts of coverage, 
that have been recorded on no other policies!  

For example, beginning at the U.S. stamp, the 15¢ & 10¢ immediately to its right 
pay the 25¢ tax on $1,000 coverage for up to three months on the voyage of 
steamer Oriflamme to Mazatlan, February 21, 1867. This was 25% of the $1 basic 
rate for amounts above $750 to $1,000.

The fifth stamp from the bottom of the vertical column is a rouletted 10¢, one of 
seven recorded roulettes on document.

2.1.3  California Insurance, Triple Combination, Quadruply Unique
Sole recorded example of California Insurance 4¢ rate 

Unique Express-Insurance, Express-Insurance-California, Express-California combinations
March 1863 insured express receipt to Algiers, Louisiana, in the occupied Confederacy

• U.S. Express tax paid by early matching Express 5¢ imperforate
• U.S. Insurance 1862 25¢ blanket rate paid by 25¢ Entry of Goods imperforate 
• California Insurance 4¢ rate for amounts to $50
The California Insurance tax was paid with an Exchange stamp! As with bills of exchange, 
these receipts were made in sets of two, each requiring a stamp. For 8¢ one obtained 8¢ 
First and Second Exchange stamps, each representing 4¢ tax; the First was affixed here 
to the Original, the Second presumably to the Duplicate, neatly paying the 4¢ tax on both.  

2.1.3  California Insurance, Private Roulette
• Above, 1870 policy, premium $5, U.S tax 10¢
• Amount $500, state tax 50¢, California rouletted 50¢ olive yellow, 

the sole recorded example on document 
The rouletting was done privately.

Even with perfect placement, 
this was guaranteed to cut into 
the design of the stamp, but 
the overall effect is striking. 
Forbin (1915) listed these die-
cut Rectangulars, with prices 
generally about three times those 
for normal stamps. 



1.3  U.S. Life Insurance - California Insurance
Six life policies bearing California stamps recorded

March 1869 life policy issued at San Francisco, amount $5,000. The U.S. taxed life insurance separately from casualty 
insurance, as detailed at left. California did not, including it within its general Insurance schedule. 

• U.S. tax 50¢ 
• California tax $5 for amounts above $4,000 to $5,000, paid by $3 blue & $2 purple general revenue “Rectangulars”

U.S. Rates
Amount to $1,000,  .25
Over $1,000 to $5,000,  .50
Above $5,000,  1.00



2.2  Nevada, 1865–1873
Nevada’s extensive documentary tax schedule mimicked that of the U.S. with only occasional exceptions.

 Items arranged by document type, in alphabetical order

2.1.4  U.S. - California Passage Ticket Taxes
Sole recorded passage ticket bearing U.S. and California stamps 

1866 passage ticket for voyage from San Francisco to Hong Kong, price $200 
• U.S. Passage Ticket tax $4 at 1864 rate of $1 per $50, paid by $3 Manifest & $1 Passage Ticket imperforates
• California Passenger Ticket $4 Second Class rate, paid by general revenue $4 carmine

Even if late and probably unintentional, the matching use of $1 Passage Ticket imperforate is extraordinary!

Passage Ticket is among the rarest major types of U.S. Civil War stamped documents, with only eleven examples recorded to 
date. Normally tickets were surrendered to the purser of the vessel, presumably to prevent re-use, and systematically destroyed.

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Agreement
Financial heavyweights invest in remote Meadow Valley

Spectacular use of Nevada 10¢
1869 agreement, 68 parties convey mining, tunnel and timber claims in Lincoln County, Nevada, to the Meadow Valley Mining Co., 

U.S. and Nevada Agreement taxes of 5¢ per page

• Executed in San Francisco June 1869 with $1.50 U.S. tax paid 
• Recorded in Lincoln County in November 1869 with Nevada 10¢ imperforate (x14) affixed 

Investors included a veritable Who’s Who of Western finance, including: 
William C. Ralston (Cashier, Bank of California); 
William Sharon (Agent, Bank of California, Virginia City)
Lloyd Tevis (President, Wells, Fargo & Co.)
D. O. Mills (President, Bank of D. O. Mills, Sacramento)
Oliver Eldridge (Manager, Pacific Mail Steamship Co.)
William Alvord (San Francisco Mayor, 1871–3)

color copy

color copy

California’s stamp sales averaged 
about $180,000 per year during 
1863–1872, 1.5% as great as the 
federal average of $12 million.  They 
accounted for about 7% of state 
revenue (exhibitor’s research).

Nevada’s stamp sales averaged 
about $25,000 per year during 
1865–1872, just 0.2% as great as the 
federal average of $12 million.  They 
accounted for about 2.5% of state 
revenue (exhibitor’s research).



2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Bank Check
Signed by Philipp Deidesheimer

 1870 check, Gould & Curry Silver Mining Co. on Bank of California, Virginia City, Nevada, 
• U.S. 2¢ Bank Check tax paid by imprinted 2¢ in orange
• Nevada tax identical, paid by by imprinted 2¢ in green 

Signed by Philipp Deidesheimer, famed inventor of the square-set system for timbering of deep mines

Deidesheimer’s Square Sets
It was Deidesheimer’s square-set timbering system that made deep mining of the Comstock Lode possible. By 1860 

miners found the Comstock was dozens of feet wide in places, making it impossible for timbers to support caverns cleared of 
ore. Deidesheimer’s cubes, placed in any direction to support any underground situation became an international standard.

Deidesheimer’s tenure as superintendent of the Gould and Curry was evidently very brief; the few recorded 
examples of this check bearing his signature are all dated May 3–5, 1870. 

Philipp Deidesheimer

2.2  U.S. Bank Check - Nevada Bill of Exchange, “Foreign” 1865 Rate (I)
Rare use of Nevada 4¢

1865 sight drafts, Bank of California Agency at Gold Hill, Nevada, drawn on its home office in San Francisco,
• U.S. 2¢ Bank Check tax
• Nevada tax 22¢, 84¢ & 2¢, as “foreign” bills payable out of the state, at short-lived 1865 rate of 2¢ per $100. The amounts here, 

$1,064, $4,167.21 and $9, thus called for 22¢, 84¢ & 2¢, paid by imperforate 25¢ (x3), 10¢ (x2), 5¢, 4¢ & 2¢ (x2)  
Nevada’s stamp taxes took effect May 1, 1865. Just ten months later, effective March 1, 1866, the “foreign” exchange tax was changed 

to a blanket 5¢. Thereafter there was little use for the 4¢ denomination; it is recorded only on Bank of California drafts like this one.

2.2  U.S. Bank Check - Nevada Bill of Exchange, “Foreign” 1865 Rate (II)
Four bills recorded taxed at short-lved 1865 rate

1865 Second bill of exchange, Wells, Fargo & Co., Virginia City, Nevada, drawn on its home office in New York
• U.S. 2¢ Bank Check tax paid by nominally illegal 2¢ Proprietary blue
• Nevada tax 2¢ at “foreign” exchange 1865 rate of 2¢ per $100, paid by 2¢ imperforate First Printing
This 1865 rate was in effect only ten months, and only four true bills of exchange — as opposed to sight 

drafts like that shown immediately above — taxed at it have been recorded.
U.S. Proprietary stamps were intended for use on proprietary medicines and the like; usage on documents 

was illegal but generally tolerated. Few combinations of Proprietaries with Nevada stamps have been recorded.

2.  U.S. Bank Check - Nevada Bill of Exchange, “Foreign”  1866 Rate (II)
Confusion Corrected!

August 1868 sight drafts, Gold Hill, Nevada, drawn on San Francisco, correct 
taxes 2¢ U.S., 5¢ Nevada:

• U.S. 5¢, Nevada 2¢ paid in error on serial #1 (top left)!
• Error corrected on serial #2, ten days later
As a bonus of the confusion, the 2¢ is the scarce Double Star deep orange 

roulette 15. 

2.2  U.S. Bank Check - Nevada Bill of Exchange, “Foreign” 1866 Rate (I)
Sole recorded Wells Fargo bill with imprinted revenue. Ex-Buford

1872 Wells Fargo First of exchange, Pioche, Nevada, drawn on New York 
• U.S. 2¢ Bank Check tax, paid by 2¢ imprinted revenue

(restrictive clause “GOOD ONLY FOR SIGHT DRAFT” at lower left) 
• Nevada tax 5¢ at “foreign” exchange 1866 5¢ blanket rate

Four stamped documents recorded from Pioche

Pioche was reputedly the “wildest town in the West” in the late 1860s and early 
’70s. Some 400 miles from the settled western portions of the state, 250 miles from 
a railroad, it was essentially lawless. In 1870, some two-thirds of the homicides 
recorded in the entire state occurred in Pioche! Rival mines maintained private 
armies of thugs who turned the town into a battleground. “Reliable legend” has 
it that by the time of the first death by natural causes in Pioche, some six dozen 
others had died by violence. 



2.2  U.S. - Nevada:  Bill of Exchange, Inland
Sole recorded stamped document from Summit Lake 

Two claims against an estate, adjudicated January 1868 in Butte County, California: 1867 internal promissory 
note made at Summit Lake, Humboldt County, Nevada, amount $600; and 1867 bill, amount $350.26 

• U.S. Inland Exchange 1864 rate of 5¢ per $100, taxes 30¢ and 10¢

• Nevada “inland” Exchange rate for notes payable within the state, also 5¢ per $100, paid by eight 
copies of 5¢ imperforate Second Printing in yellow green. One shows striking incomplete printing.

Camp McGarry (Summit Lake)Summit Springs

The “Chico Route”
Summit Lake was a waystation 

on the remote and short-lived 
“Chico Route” from Chico, 
California to Silver City, Idaho, 
passing though the northwest 
corner of Nevada. 

The route was opened in 1865 
after rich gold and silver strikes 
in Idaho’s Owyhee region, but 
largely abandoned by 1868 (map 
from Alan Patera).

2.2  U.S. - Nevada:  Bond (I)
Three performance bonds recorded bearing Nevada stamps 

Left, 1865 estate administrator’s bond, Unionville, Nevada 

• U.S. 1864 $1 tax on surety bond for performance of the duties 
of any office, elected or appointed

• Nevada tax at same rate, paid by 25¢ imperforate strip of four

Made May 9, just days after Nevada’s stamp taxes had taken 
effect May 1; the $1 was presumably not yet available in Unionville.

2.  U.S. - Nevada:  Bond (II), Certificate
Sole recorded surety bond for payment of money bearing Nevada stamps

Right, 1867 surety bond, Virginia City, Nevada, of agent for U.S. Casualty Co. of New York, to the state of Nevada
•  $1.50 in U.S. stamps evidently paying three times the 50¢ tax on surety bonds for payment of amounts 

to $1,000. The bond had three conditions: to pay the state license fee; to pay the state stamp duty on all 
policies and renewals; and to pay the county taxes of 2% on gross premiums for fire and inland risks, and 1% 
on life risks. A notary’s jurat was stamped at general Certificate 5¢ rate.

• The Nevada rates mimicked those of the U.S.

Early Roulette Trifecta
EDU for $1 roulette

50¢ blackish purple roulette 15x10 
recorded on just three documents

Made November 7, 1867. The Nevada 
stamps: 

$1 roulette 10,
50¢ roulette 15x10 
5¢ roulette 10. 

Rouletting began mid-1867, on new 
printings in new colors: red, blackish 
purple and dark green, respectively. 



2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Certificate of Deposit
2¢ “Phantom Rate”

1870 and 1872 certificates of deposit, Gold Hill, Nevada, amounts $300 and $2,400
• U.S. tax 5¢ on amounts exceeding $100
• Above, Nevada tax 2¢ at “phantom rate”
In the 1866 Nevada schedule, “Not” was erroneously inserted before “exceeding 

$100,” thus no tax was specified for these amounts. In practice a 2¢ “phantom 
rate” was routinely paid. In the 1871 schedule the rate was set at 5¢, as shown in 
the 1872 certificate at right.

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Certificate of stock (I)
Nine stamps!

1866 certificate of stock, Carson City, Nevada
• U.S. tax 25¢, paid by 10¢ & 5¢ (x3)
• Nevada tax 25¢, paid by 5¢ imperforate (x5)

Both usages unique on Nevada stocks; 25¢ stamps were usually used.

In contrast to the hundreds of stocks surviving from Nevada’s territorial 
days, generated during the “silver fever” of 1863–4, examples issued after 
statehood are rarely seen; they have been recorded for just 18 companies.

William Sharon

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Certificate of stock (III)
Nevada rouletted 10¢ recorded on three documents

March 1872 certificate of stock, Austin, Nevada
• U.S. tax 25¢
• Nevada tax 25¢, paid by rouletted 10¢ pair & 5¢

The rouletted 10¢ is an underappreciated rarity. It appeared in late 1870, 
shortly before the stamp taxes were rescinded in February 1873. 

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Certificate of stock (II)
The V&T! Signed William Sharon

1866 stockcertificate of the famed Virginia and Truckee 
Rail Road Co., Virginia City, Nevada

• U.S. tax 25¢
• Nevada tax 25¢, paid by 25¢ pale vermilion roulette 10

Signed by William Sharon as President. Shares were very 
tightly held, nearly all by company insiders, this one to H. 
M. Yerington, superintendent of the V&T, and namesake of 
Yerington, Nevada. Eleven have been recorded. 

Most ore from the Comstock mines was crushed at mills 
powered by the Carson River, only ten miles to the south but 
some 1,600 feet lower in elevation. Sharon, dynamic Agent 
of the Bank of California, chafed at the exorbitant charges for 
transporting ore to the mills, and bringing back from the Carson 
the huge quantities of wood needed to timber the mines and 
fire their engines. 

His solution was to order construction of a railroad 
from Virginia City to the Carson, a task considered nearly 
impossible because of the topography. Yet between February 
and September 1869 the Virginia and Truckee Rail Road was 
built, kept to a maximum grade of 2.2% by employing curvature 
equivalent to 17 complete circles, through seven tunnels, in its 
13½ miles. Later it was extended to meet the Central Pacific at 
Reno (on the Truckee River, hence the name of the line). 

The V&T was a huge financial success. Sharon boasted in 
the mid-1870s that it was bringing him $12,000 per day as half 
owner.



2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Conveyance (II)
Nevada $20 recorded on six documents

Nevada $10 recorded on seven documents

June 1871 deed to Mexican Mill, Carson River, Nevada, 
Union Mill & Mining Co. to Alvinza Hayward, $130,000

• U.S. tax 50¢ per $500, thus $130, paid by $50 USIR (x2) and 
$15 Mortgage (x2), affixed in San Francisco

• Nevada tax identical, paid by $20 (x6, strip of four, pair) 
and $10, affixed in Carson City

The $20 strip and pair are two of the four recorded 
multiples on document. No other document bears more than 
two of the $20.

The “heart piece” of the ”Newlands Find”

The “Crown Point Coup”
Mere days before this deed was executed, Alvinza Hayward and John P. Jones 

had finalized the “Crown Point coup,” wresting control of that mine from the 
Bank of California shortly before it yielded a $30 million bonanza. 

Hayward had been a member of the inner circle of the Bank, and was instrumental 
in having Jones appointed superintendent of the Bank-controlled Crown Point. 
When Jones struck a thin streak of rich ore, he concealed the discovery from his 
employers, and Hayward acquired a controlling interest. 

In May 1871 William Sharon, driving force behind the “Bank Ring,” conceded 
defeat by selling Hayward all the Bank’s Crown Point shares for $1.4 million, the 
largest stock transaction on record to that time. 

With the deed shown here, the Bank, through its Union Mill & Mining Co. 
holding company, in turn sold Hayward the Mexican Mill to process Crown Point 
ore, but at a whopping $130,000. It had bought the mill for just $20,000 in 1870!

John P. JonesAlvinza Hayward

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Conveyance (I)
Unique array and combination of U.S. $3 imperforates

Nevada $5 recorded on twelve documents

1869 deed to Eureka Mill, Carson River, Nevada,
to Union Mill & Mining Co., amount $40,000

• U.S. tax 50¢ per $500, thus $40, paid by imperforate 
$3 Charter Party (x10) & $3 Manifest (x3), plus $1 

• Nevada tax identical, paid by $5 (x8) 

The Union Mill & Mining Co. was the notorious holding 
company of the Bank of California, which during the late 
1860s maintained a virtual stranglehold on Comstock 
milling, at one time owning 17 mills, many acquired by 
foreclosures on small cash advances.

U.S. $3 imperforates have been recorded on only a 
handful of documents; most appear to have been shipped 
the West and used sporadically there. Even so, this use in 
1869 is remarkable. Elsewhere in the country the stocks 
of imperforates were exhausted by 1864. 

Ex-"Newlands Find”



2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Conveyance (IV)
Nevada dollar values complete! 

U.S. $50 imperforate recorded on five documents

1866 deed conveying holdings of Cortez Gold and Silver Mining Co., Lander County, Nevada, amount $56,000
The property had been conveyed at a previous sheriff’s sale, for which written advertisement was required. 

Since its description was the same here, rather than laboriously writing it out, the appropriate section of that 
notice was cut out and affixed.

• U.S. tax $56 at 50¢ per $500, paid by imperforate $50 USIR, $5 Manifest & $1 Lease, affixed in San Francisco
• Nevada tax identical, paid by $20 pair, $10, $5 & $1, affixed by Lander County Recorder, Austin

Nevada $20 recorded on just six documents, $10 on seven, $5 on twelve; 
only one other has more than two of the dollar values together, and only this one has all four!

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Conveyance (III)
Nine imperforates, three Nevada dollar values 

Nevada $10 recorded on seven documents, $5 on twelve

1866 deed to Sapphire Quartz Mill, Gold Hill, Nevada, to mining and timber magnate W. S. Hobart, amount $18,000

• U.S. tax $18 at 50¢ per $500, paid by imperforate $5 Mortgage (x3) & $3 Manifest, affixed in San Francisco
• Nevada tax identical, paid by $10, $5 & $1 red (x3), affixed upon recording in Virginia City 

Ex-“Hobart Find”



Louisiana Law 1880–1898
During the 1870s the Louisiana Constitution allowed 
parish (county) officers to set and collect fees for their 
services, which in Orleans Parish (encompassing New 
Orleans) could amount to exorbitant sums; the office 
of Civil Sheriff was said to be worth $100,000 annually, 
double the President’s salary! The new Constitution of 
1879 mandated that fees charged by the most lucrative 
offices in Orleans Parish be paid instead to the State. 
For five offices—Clerks of Parish Civil and Criminal 
District Courts and New Orleans City Court, Registrar 
of Conveyances, and Recorder of Mortgages—fees 
were to be paid by stamps affixed to the documents 
generated or processed. Law stamps were issued in 
seven denominations from 5¢ to $5. The system took 
effect August 2, 1880, and was implicitly rescinded by 
the Constitution of 1898 and an accompanying Act 
effective July 14, 1898.

Follow the Money (II)
Second policy on the Merrimac Mill, Carson River, Nevada, of  Imperial Fire Insurance Co. of  London 
through their San Francisco agents, October 1867, amount $5,000, premium $150. Presumably the California 
tax again applied, and would have been $5. Instead the Nevada levy of  only 50¢ was paid.

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Receipt
Rare Chinese Presence

1869 Washoe City, Nevada, generic  “. . . Mill” receipt, 
for one month’s labor at Savage Mill, 

Chinese “Received for labor” and “local currency 50” [$50]
Laborer not named, probably considered unnecessary as “they are all alike”!
• U.S. tax 2¢
• Nevada tax identical, paid by late use of 2¢ imperforate in March 1869

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Insurance
State taxes mimicked the federal:

Policies on properties in Carson City 
and Virginia City, Nevada, 
premiums $9, $40, $375, 

taxes 10¢, 25¢, 50¢ 
Two 10¢ combinations recorded
Five 25¢ combinations recorded
Four 50¢ combinations recorded
50¢ blackish purple roulette 10,

sole recorded example on document

25¢ scarlet vermilion roulette 10

Follow the Money (II)
Far right, 1867 policy on Merrimac Mill, 
Carson River, Nevada, premium $150
• U.S. tax 50¢
• Nevada tax 50¢, paid by two 25¢ 

imperforates in different shades
As shown earlier, having paid $10 

California tax in 1864 on a similar 
policy, the Merrimac Mill later now 
paid at the vastly lower Nevada rates.

However, unlike the three policies 
at near right, this one was made and 
stamped in San Francisco, not in 
Nevada. Which state’s taxes applied? 
Bring in the lawyers!

Premium to $10,  .10
Over $10 to $50,  .25
Over $50,  .50

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Probate of Will
Three examples of Nevada Probate tax recorded

May 1865 letters of administration, Unionville, Nevada
• U.S. tax 50¢ per $1,000, paid by fifteen 10¢ stamps
• Nevada tax identical, paid by 50¢ imperforate margin strip 

of three on thick paper, rarely seen on document
The tax implies an estate value above $2,000 to $3,000.

Executed May 10, very early use of Nevada stamps, the 
taxes having taken effect May 1; federal and state stamps were 
evidently in short supply in Unionville. 

2.2  U.S. - Nevada: Lease
Sole recorded stamped Nevada lease

1870 lease, Virginia City, Nevada, by Virginia & Gold Hill Water Co. to W. S. Hobart, of water 
from Gold Canyon for $100 per month for five years.  
• U.S. tax $15; rate 50¢ for first $300 yearly rent, plus 50¢ for each additional $200, 
• Nevada tax $2.50, rate was  50¢ for first $300 monthly rent, plus 50¢ for each additional $200, 

paid by $1 roulette pair plus 25¢ roulette 18 pair, the sole recorded multiple on document
Computing and Legislative Errors: “Annum” Means “Year”!

The taxes paid were erroneously based on the $6,000 five-year rent, instead of the $1,200 
annual rent; the required taxes were only $3 U.S. and 50¢ Nevada!

The U.S. statute used the term “annum”; the Nevada statutes of 1865 and 1866 mimicked the 
U.S. as usual, but substituted “month” for “annum,” markedly reducing the state tax. This error 
was corrected in the 1871 schedule.
A wonderful illustration of this legislative error, magnified by the five-fold error in figuring the tax. 

Ex-“Hobart Find”



2.3  Alabama Tax on Seals, 1866–1884
In 1866 Alabama imposed a stamp tax on 

impressions of official seals within the state.

2.5  Louisiana Law Stamps, 1880–1898
During the 1870s the Louisiana Constitution allowed parish (county) officers to set and collect fees 

for their services, which in Orleans Parish (encompassing New Orleans) could amount to exorbitant 
sums; the office of Civil Sheriff was said to be worth $100,000 annually, double the President’s salary! 

The new Constitution of 1879 mandated that fees charged by the most lucrative offices in Orleans 
Parish be paid instead to the State. 

For five offices — Clerks of Parish Civil and Criminal District Courts and New Orleans City Court, 
Registrar of Conveyances, and Recorder of Mortgages — fees were to be paid by stamps affixed to the 
documents generated or processed. Law stamps were issued in seven denominations from 5¢ to $5. 

2.4  Oregon Insurance Tax, 1871–1887
In 1871 Oregon imposed a stamp tax on all policies 

of fire or marine insurance issued within the state.

2.5  U.S. - Louisiana
Sole recorded document bearing U.S. and Louisiana stamps

1882 bank check for $9,000, New Orleans, subsequently entered as evidence in a lawsuit
• U.S. Bank Check 2¢ tax spaid by 2¢ Fifth Issue
• Orleans Parish Civil District Court 30¢ fee for filing supplemental documents, paid by 

Louisiana Law 10¢ strip of three 

2.3  U.S. - Alabama
Fewer than 20 U.S.- Alabama combinations recorded

1866 protest for non-payment of a promissory note, Mobile, Alabama, 
by notary public Joseph R. Eastburn

• U.S. 25¢ Protest tax
• Alabama $1 tax on the impression of Eastburn’s embossed seal, paid by 

Tax on Seals $1 red
(The tax was $2 for the State seal, and $1 for that of all other public officers.)

color copy

2.4  U.S. - Oregon
Six U.S.- Oregon combinations recorded, three with U.S. First Issues, three with Second Issues
The Oregon tax took effect January 24, 1871; the U.S. tax on insurance expired October 1, 1872, 

leaving only a 20-month window for combinations of U.S. and Oregon stamps.

Above, October 1871 policy on property in Portland, Oregon, premium $100
• U.S. tax 50¢, paid by 50¢ Entry of Goods
• Oregon tax $1, paid by  1871 $1 vermilion

Below, May 1872 certificate of cargo insurance for 
shipment of  1,300 cases of salmon  from Westport, 

Oregon, premium $175 
• U.S. tax 50¢, paid by 50¢ Second Issue
• Oregon tax $1.75, paid by  1871 $1 vermilion, 50¢ brown & 20¢ blue

(Marked “Stamps 2.25” but exact payment impossible as only 10¢, 20¢, 50¢ & $1 stamps were issued.)

Oregon
Premium less than $10 .10
Above $10, less than $20 .20
Above $20, less than $50 .50
Above $50, less than $100 1.00
Above $100 1%

U.S.
Premium to $10,  .10
Over $10 to $50,  .25
Above $50,  .50



3.1.1  Ontario 
Sole recorded U.S.-Ontario combination

1867 Chicago promissory note, $900
• U.S. tax 45¢ at Inland Exchange 1864 rate of 5¢ per $100 

• Ontario Common Fund (“C.F.”) 10¢ tax, as note was only 
partially paid and filed in an action in Upper Canada Court 
of Common Pleas

3.1.2  Quebec Registration 15¢ Rate
Two U.S.-Quebec combinations recorded

Near right, 1870 deed made at “Greenhorn,” Madison 
County, Montana Territory, to property in Lower Canada, 
amount $300 

• U.S. Conveyance 50¢ tax at 1864 rate of 50¢ per $500 
• Lower Canada (Quebec) Registration 1866 15¢ tax, for 

amounts to $400

“Greenhorn, Madison County,” 
unmentioned in all sources, 
was evidently named after the 
Greenhorn mountain range, out 
of which issues Alder Gulch, a 
magical name in Montana lore. 
A fortuitous strike there in May 
1863 morphed into a “fourteen 
mile city” along it that yielded 
some $30 million in gold over the 
next three seasons ($1.9 billion 
today). Its commercial center 
was Virginia City, which is where 
the U.S. stamp here was affixed. 

The presence of Québécois like Isaac Poirier is a testament to its 
far-reaching allure. Greenhorn was probably a short-lived camp 
on Alder Gulch.
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3.1  Canada

3.1.3  Province of Canada [1840–1867, Ontario (“Canada West”) plus Quebec (“Canada East”)]
U.S.- Canada First & Second Issue Bill Stamps

Four U.S.-First Bill Issue and two U.S.-Second Bill Issue combinations recorded
Above, 1865 time drafts, Peterborough, Canada West, drawn on Albany, New York, $2,000 & $3,000

• Canada 60¢ bill tax of 3¢ per $100 paid on execution by First Bill Issue 20¢ (x2) & 10¢ (x2) 
• U.S. Inland Exchange $1 tax at 5¢ per $100 paid on acceptance

• Canada 90¢ bill tax paid by Second Bill Issue 50¢ & 20¢ (x2) (above)
• U.S. Inland Exchange $1.50 tax paid on acceptance

        Canada First Bill Issues in use only about a year in 1864–5; Second Bill Issues in use only 1865–7

                 3.1.4  Dominion of Canada: U.S.- Canada Third Issue Bill Stamps
                                   U.S. Third Issue 70¢ recorded on only eight documents

                                               1872 time draft, Yarmouth (Nova Scotia), on Boston, $1,800
• Canada 54¢ bill tax paid by Third Bill Issue 40¢, 10¢ & 5¢
• U.S. Inland Exchange 90¢ tax paid by Third Issue 70¢ & Second Issue 20¢

3.  Dual-Nation Stamping

Continuing the subtheme of combinations of the 
U.S. with other stamp-issuing entities, this section  
presents dual-nation taxation (and on its final 
board, the sole recorded triple-nation taxations, 
of New Zealand/Great Britain/U.S.) 

3.1  Canada
3.1.1  Ontario
3.1.2  Quebec
3.1.3  Province
3.1.4  Nova Scotia
3.1.5  Federation

3.2  Cuba
3.3  Denmark
3.4  France

3.5  Germany
3.5.1  Brunswick
3.5.2  Prussia
3.5.3  Empire

3.6  Great Britain
3.7  Haiti
3.8  Netherlands
3.9  New Zealand

3.1.2  Quebec Registration 30¢ Rate
Two U.S.-Quebec combinations recorded

1812 War Hero Jeremiah Holmes Signs a Deed
1866 deed, Stonington, Connecticut, property in Stanstead, 
Canada, amount $1,300

•  U.S. Conveyance $1.50 tax at 50¢ per $500 
• Lower Canada (Quebec) Registration 1866 30¢ tax paid upon 

registration in January 1869, for amounts above $400

Made by Jeremiah Holmes, “Sea Captain,” hero of the 1814 Battle 
of Stonington. Impressment on British vessels had made Holmes an 
expert cannoneer with an abiding hatred of the British Navy. At the 
bombardment of Stonington by an overwhelming naval force, Holmes 
expertly put a double shot from the defenders’ lone cannon below 
the water line of the brig Despatch, ending the battle.
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3.2  Taxed by U.S. in 1863, by Cuba circa 1868!
Just four U.S. incoming bills taxed at 1863 rates recorded for all countries

September 1863 First bill of exchange, Havana, drawn on party in New York, $1,600 in 60 days
• U.S. tax 16¢ upon acceptance, at short-lived Inland Exchange 1863 rate of 2¢ per $200
• Cuba 2 escudo Giro (“Draft”) tax paid by 1868 Giro 2e adhesive [for amounts 3,001 to 4,000 escudos ($1,560 to 

$2,080)] affixed to ensure legality in a long-running 
legal action

3.1.5 Nova Scotia
Canada Third Bill stamps were overprinted “N.S.” for use in Nova Scotia, 1868–1871

Two in-period U.S.-Nova Scotia combinations recorded
Far left, 1869 time draft, Liverpool, Nova Scotia, on Bangor, Maine, $50 “American Gold”

• Nova Scotia 3¢ bill tax for amounts above $50 to $100 (NS$51.33), by 3¢ “N.S.” overprint
• U.S. 5¢ of 5¢ per $100, paid upon acceptance

Two out of period U.S.-Nova Scotia combinations recorded
U.S. Third Issue 70¢ recorded on only eight documents

Near left, 1872 time draft, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, drawn on Boston, $1,600

• Canada 48¢ bill tax of 3¢ per $100 overpaid by Third Bill Issue 50¢ “N.S.” overprint 
plus  unoverprinted 5¢ & 3¢

• U.S. 80¢ tax at Inland Exchange rate, paid by Third Issue 70¢ & Second Issue 10¢

3.1.4  U.S.-Canada Third Bill Issue; U.S. Origin; Serendipitous Border Crossing (II)
1870 promissory note made and payable in Detroit, $500

 endorsed and accepted for payment at Quebec Bank, St. Catharines, Ontario 
• U.S. Inland Exchange 25¢ tax of 5¢ per $100 upon execution
• Canada 15¢ bill tax of 3¢ per $100 upon acceptance paid by Third Bill 3¢ (x5)

Sole recorded such U.S.-Canada combination

3.1.4  U.S.-Canada Third Bill Issue; U.S. Origin
On these three items, the order of stamping was reversed:

Left, 1872 note, Burlington, Vermont, payable at Merchants Bank of Montreal, $3,000

• U.S. Inland Exchange $1.25 tax of 5¢ per $100 (under)paid by Third Issue $1 & Second Issue 25¢
• Canada 90¢ bill tax of 3¢ per $100 upon acceptance, paid by Third Bill 50¢ & 40¢

3.1.4  U.S.-Canada Third Bill Issue; U.S. Origin; 
Serendipitous Border Crossing (I)

Three U.S. Bank Check-Canada combinations recorded

Right, 1871 sight draft, Portland, Maine, on New York, $400, 
endorsed to Bank of Montreal, Quebec 

• U.S. Bank Check 2¢ tax
• Canada 12¢ bill tax of 3¢ per $100 upon acceptance, paid by  

Third Bill Issue 4¢ (x3) 

3.2  Cuba High-Value Giro Stamped Paper plus U.S.
Six Cuba-U.S. combinations recorded, only two on stamped paper

1869 First bill of exchange, Havana, drawn on New York, $25,000 (about 48,000 Cuban escudos) 
• Cuba 15 escudos tax on Giro (“Draft”) revenue stamped paper for amounts above 22,500 escudos 
• U.S. Inland Exchange $12.50 tax at 5¢ per $100 upon acceptance

3.2  Cuba

3.3  Cuba: Serendipitous Use of 1875 Fifth Issue 2¢
Four Cuba-U.S. adhesive combinations recorded

1877 First bill of exchange, Havana, drawn on New York

• Cuba Giro 25c tax
• U.S. Bank Check 2¢ tax upon acceptance, paid by 1875  

2¢ Liberty
The U.S. stamp need not have been affixed, as after 

October 1872 only the 2¢ Bank Check tax remained, but 
whatever the underlying rationale, it produced what is 
arguably the most exotic recorded use of the 2¢ Liberty, 
normally seen only on domestic checks.

(The circular punch cancel through the U.S. 2¢ 
stamp appears not to cut the document. A closer 
look, though, reveals that the circular punch has 
indeed cut the bill, but not completely: a chad is 
still attached; shades of Florida 2000! 

An even closer look shows that the cicular 
portion of the Giro stamp has also been cut 
away, leaving only the bill itself, showing a 
portion of the printed company name. So the 2¢ 
undoubtedly “belongs.”)

reverse: color copy



France
France Dimension 1864 50c 

Sole recorded U.S.-Dimension 
combination

Sole recorded dual-nation usage on a 
bill of lading 

3.3  Denmark
Two U.S.- Denmark combinations recorded

 1867 power of attorney, New York, to procurator in Copenhagen to oversee liquidation of an estate, certified by Danish Consul 
• U.S. general Power of Attorney 1864 50¢ tax
• Denmark 1862 1 riksdaler tax paid by 1862 Stempel Marke 1rd

3.  Denmark

3.4  U.S.- France Bill of Lading Combination
Sole recorded dual-nation usage on a bill of lading 

1866 bill of lading for shipment of refined petroleum, New York, to Havre
• U.S. Bill of Lading 10¢ tax for shipment of goods to a foreign port
• France Dimension 1865 50 centimes affixed upon arrival

3.4  France

(A valid bill of lading was required to collect goods shipped. 
They were typically made in sets of three or four, “one of 
which to be accomplished, the others to stand void.” Extant 
examples were nearly all held in reserve in the shipper’s 
or consignor’s files; very few, like this one, reached their 
destination and were executed.)

color copy



3.4  U.S.-France Effets de Commerce 1860 Issue 
Two combinations with Effets de Commerce 1860 issues recorded 

1865 First bill of exchange, New York, drawn on Havre, 13,130.10 francs (about $2,400)
• U.S. Foreign Exchange 48¢ tax at 1864 rate of 2¢ per $100, paid on reverse by 40¢ & 4¢ pair
• France Effets de Commerce 7fr tax for bills above 13,000 to 14,000 francs, paid upon acceptance by 

Effets de Commerce 1860 7fr

3.4  U.S.-France “Remittance Bill” (II); Effets de Commerce 1860 Issue
 Two combinations with Effets de Commerce 1860 issues recorded

October 1872 Original bill of exchange, New Orleans, drawn on Tarbes,
 from a set of two, 500 fr payable at sight 

• U.S. tax 2¢ at Bank Check 2¢ rate, paid by 2¢ Third Issue
• France Effets de Commerce 1871 50c tax on bills from 400fr to 500fr, paid by two 

Effets de Commerce 1860 25c, inscribed “From 400fr to 500fr”
Why were two affixed to a bill for 500fr? 

The basic answer is that in August 1871 the French tax on incoming foreign bills 
had been doubled. Even so, the use of two 1860 25c to pay the new 50c tax in 
1872 is extraordinary; that series had been successively superseded by the 1864 
issues, then by two Effets de Commerce series of 1871 and 1872 with the new rates 
inscribed!

(In May 1871 the Bank of New Orleans had been reorganized as a national bank, 
renamed the New Orleans National Banking Association. This is another of their 
“remittance bills.”)

3.4  U.S.-France “Remittance Bill” (I); Effets de Commerce 1864 Issue
1869 Original bill of exchange, New Orleans, drawn on Bordeaux, 100 francs, at sight

• U.S. tax 2¢. Foreign bills drawn singly or in duplicate, payable at sight, were taxed 
simply at the Bank Check 2¢ rate, regardless of amount.

• France Effets de Commerce 5c tax for bills of 100 francs or less, paid on acceptance by 
Effets de Commerce 1864 5c 

In contrast to the commercial bill shown above, this is a “bank bill” or “remittance bill,” sold 
by banks to the public for a small fee (typically about 3–5%). The buyer could then safely mail it 
abroad in lieu of sending cash. The Bank of New Orleans specialized in selling these bills to the 
French community there; by making them only in duplicate, payable at sight, the stamp tax was 
simplified and minimized. Typically they are for small, round amounts.

3.4  U.S. Stock Certificate, French Transfer tax 
Two examples recorded

June 1863 certificate of stock, 124 shares of $50, to buyer in France 
• U.S. Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax paid by matching 25¢ Certificate part perforate
• France 1872 Titres Etrangers (“Foreign Securities) 1.2% transfer tax of 386.88 fr 

paid June 1876, signified by “VISE POUR TIMBRE A PARIS” (“STAMPED AT PARIS”) 
oval dated handstamp

(These handstamps predated adhesives, and continued in use in some cases even after  
adhesives were introduced. At 5.2 francs per dollar, 124 shares of $50 was equivalent to  
32,240 fr, of which 1.2% was 386.88 fr tax.) 
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3.5.1  Brunswick
Sole recorded U.S.-Brunswick combination

1871 power of attorney whereby sisters in Brunswick empower a party in New Orleans to sell stock in the 
Louisiana State Bank at New Orleans
• Brunswick 2½ groschen Notary tax paid by 1871 Notarial Acts 2½ gr tied by notary’s pictorial handstamp 

• U.S. Power of Attorney for Stock Transfer 25¢ tax paid In New Orleans

3.5.3  German Empire 
U.S. Second and Third Issue Rarities

Second Issue 60¢ and Third Issue 4¢ and 60¢ each 
recorded on fewer than ten documents

Two 60¢ & 4¢ combinations recorded

1872 Firsts of exchange drawn on Frankfurt, 10,000 
florins (above, about $4,000) and 8,000 florins 
(below, about $3,200)

• U.S. 80¢ & 64¢ taxes at Foreign Exchange 1864 
rate of 2¢ per $100, paid by:

Second Issue 60¢ & 20¢
Third Issue 60¢ & 4¢

After August 1864 there was little use for many 
denominations including 3¢, 4¢, 6¢, 30¢, 40¢, 60¢, 
70¢, $1.30, $1.60, $1.90. Their inclusion in the short-
lived Second and Third Issues resulted in many 
major fiscal history rarities. The Foreign Exchange 
1864 rate of 2¢ per $100 was one of only two likely 
sources of documents bearing these “abandoned” 
denominations.

• German Empire 87 groschen & 69 gr taxes paid by 
arrays of Wechsel-Stempel (“Exchange Stamp”) 
1871 issues

The tax was 1.5 gr per 100 thalers (1 thaler = 30 gr), 
a low 0.05%. Two currencies were involved here, the 
other in florins, with 1.75 florins equivalent to 1 thaler.

Thus on 10,000 fl = 5714 th, the tax was 58 x 1.5 gr = 
87 gr, and on 8,000fl = 4571 th, 46 x 1.5 gr = 69 gr!

3.5  Germany

3.5.2  Prussia
Four U.S-Prussia combinations recorded

“Remittance Bill” to Prussia
1866 First (“Prima”) of exchange, Cincinnati, central text in German, on Trier, then in 
Kingdom of Prussia, 50 Prussian thalers (about $36) from a set of two payable at sight 
• U.S tax 2¢ at Bank Check rate
• Prussia 5 silbergroschen tax upon acceptance, paid by Stempelmarke 1862 5sg 

(Forbin #1B, center in black) 
Another “remittance bill,” of the European Exchange Office of C. F. Adae, for 50 Prussian 

thalers (about $36); Adae catered to the large German community in Cincinnati; note the 
high serial number, #44,584. 

3.5.2  Prussia
Commercial bill to Prussia

1869 First of exchange drawn on Frankfort-on-Main, then in Kingdom of Prussia, for 297.67 florins (about $112),
altered to be from a set of two, payable at sight

• U.S tax 2¢ at Bank Check rate
• Prussia 5 silbergroschen tax upon acceptance, paid by Stempelmarke 1862 5sg (Forbin #1A, center in gray)
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3.5.3  U.S. Bond, German Transfer Tax 
Sole recorded such combination

1870 $1,000 school bond,
•  in essence a promise to pay, taxed 50¢ at Inland Exchange 1864 rate of 5¢ per $100
• Germany 1887 red transfer tax handstamp (“Reich stamp tax two per thousand” i.e. 0.2%) of Frankfurt-on-Main

3.6  Insurance on the Ill-Fated George Cairns
Sole recorded U.S.- Great Britain General Duty combination

1872 certificate of insurance for $2,000 advanced to captain against freight aboard S.S. George Cairns, which departed Montreal for Limerick September 4  
The George Cairns foundered off the coast of Nova Scotia the same day, a total loss with eight lives lost

• This certificate was generated in New York after the fact, on September 27. The 10¢ stamp presumably pays the Certificate 5¢ tax plus the Agreement 5¢ tax 
on the agreement printed vertically at right. 

• Countersigned in Montreal, then transported to London, where the claim was paid, having first been duly stamped with Great Britain 1s & 3d General Duty 
revenues tied by “POLICY OF INSURANCE” blue oval cancels

3.6  Great Britain



3.6  Great Britain 1854 Foreign Bill Issues
1871 First bill of exchange, New York, drawn on London, £101.3.0 (about $492)

• U.S. tax 10¢ at Foreign Exchange 1864 rate of 2¢ per $100 
• Great Britain 2 shillings tax upon acceptance of 1s per £100, paid by Foreign Bill 1857 2s

Foreign Bill stamps were used exclusively on incoming bills; the large 1854–7 issues, inscribed 
“BILL OF EXCHANGE DRAWN OUT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM,” make this clear. 

3.6  Great Britain 1871 Foreign Bill Issues
Similar 1871 First bill of exchange, £50 (about $243)

• U.S. tax 6¢ at Foreign Exchange rate of 2¢ per $100
• Great Britain 6 pence tax upon acceptance at 6d 

rate for amounts above £25 to £50, paid by 1871 6d

A new series of Foreign Bill stamps had just been 
issued, much smaller than the preceding series, with 
pence, shilling and pound values in lilac, violet and green.

3.6  Great Britain Foreign Bill 1854 & 1871 Combination
Extraordinary combination of large and small format issues

1872 First of exchange, drawn on London, £700 (about $3,410)

• U.S. 70¢ at Foreign Exchange 1864 rate of 2¢ per $100, paid by 
Second Issue 50¢ & 20¢ in strikingly different shades 

• Great Britain 7s tax upon acceptance of 1s per £100, paid by Foreign 
Bill 1857 4s & 1871 3s 

3.6  “Remittance Bill” to Ireland
Left, 1871 First of exchange, St. Louis, on Bowles Bros. in London, for a mere £6 (about $29)

• U.S. tax 2¢ at Foreign Exchange 1864 rate of 2¢ per $100 
• Great Britain 2d tax on acceptance, at 2d rate for amounts above £5 to £10, paid by Foreign 

Bill 1871 1d pair
Not a commercial transaction, but a small remittance to Ireland, presumably by an immigrant. 

3.6  “Remittance Bill,” 2¢ & 1d Flat Rates (I)
Left, 1872 “Sole Bill of Exchange,” Chicago, payable on 
demand, on London, £10 (about $49) 
• U.S. 2¢ tax at Bank Check 2¢ rate; foreign bills drawn 

singly or in duplicate, payable at sight, were taxed at 2¢ 
regardless of the amount, paid here by Third Issue 2¢.

• Great Britain 1d tax on acceptance, at 1d rate for bills 
payable at sight, paid by Foreign Bill 1871 1d

3.6  “Remittance Bill,” 2¢ & 1d Flat Rates (II); 2¢ Imprint
Rare Texas origin

1872 First of exchange, Galveston, Texas, on London, £20, from set of only two, payable at sight 
• U.S. tax 2¢ at Bank Check 2¢ rate, paid by imprinted 2¢. Since bills drawn singly or in duplicate, payable at sight, 

were taxed at a flat 2¢, Ball, Hutchings & Co. avoided the nuisance of adhesives by using imprinted stamps. 
• Great Britain 1d tax on acceptance, at 1d rate for bills payable at sight, paid not with a Foreign Bill stamp, but 

with Inland Revenue 1868 1d, and not by payee Jay Cooke, McCulloch & Co., but by endorsee J. C. Im Thurn & 
Co. of London. The failure of Jay Cooke & Co. would trigger the calamitous Panic of 1873.

3.6  Foreign Bill, Britain to U.S. (II)
Right, 1870 First of exchange from same correspondence, £267.3.9 (about 
$1,300) at 90 days sight
• Great Britain 1s tax, paid by “BILL OR NOTE” embossed 1s dated 18-9-69. 

This was one-third of the 3s tax on the set at 1s per £100. 
• U.S. tax 2¢ on acceptance, by 2¢ USIR, again underpaid, appropriate tax 65¢!

Both bills drawn by world-famous carpet manufacturers John Crossley & Sons 
of Halifax, on A. Brousseau & Co. of New Orleans, importers and dealers in carpets.
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3.6  Foreign Bill, Britain to U.S. (I)
Two outgoing Britain-U.S. combinations recorded

Below, 1869 First of exchange, Halifax, England, on New Orleans, 
£601.13.0 (about $2,930), 90 days sight.

(Outgoing bills did not receive Foreign Bill stamps; embossed stamps were used.) 

• Great Britain 2s 6d tax paid by “FOREIGN BILL IN SETS” embossed 2s 6d, 
slightly overpaying the 2s 4d due as one-third of the 7s tax on the set at 1s 
per £100. The 14-8-68 date plugs show the paper was pre-embossed.

• U.S. tax 2¢ on acceptance, by 2¢ USIR. As it was payable at 90 days sight, the 
appropriate tax was 5¢ per $100, or about $1.50!
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3.7  Haiti

3.8  Netherlands

3.7  U.S. Bill of Exchange Protested in Haiti
Sole recorded U.S.-Haiti combination; sole recorded stamped bill to Haiti

1870 First bill of exchange, New York, drawn on Haitian Minister of Finance  by one Arthur Folsom, 
3,000 “piasters” (U.S. dollars), for “services rendered as agent of the Government,” 

affixed to quarto sheet used for protest by notary in Port-au-Prince 

• U.S. tax 60¢ at Foreign Exchange rate of 2¢ per $100, paid by the beautiful 60¢ Inland Exchange
• Haiti tax $4 signified by “REPUBLIQUE DU HAITE TIMBRE $4” handstamp, 

The key words are, “The said Secretary of State of Finances of the Republic of Haiti responded that the Haitian 
Government owes nothing to Monsieur Arthur Folsom, and he is not able to accept [the bill].” Notations on both the 
protest and the bill itself indicate they were used as exhibits in a case involving payee Richard Thackeray. 

3.8  Taxed by U.S. in 1871, by Netherlands in 1886
Two examples recorded

1871 stock certificate, United States Freehold Land and Emigration Company
•  U.S. Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax
• Netherlands “1/5 Paid” Retroactive Securities Tax 25c affixed in 1886 

Netherlands 1886 Retoactive Securities Tax
In 1886 stock certificates sold in the 

Netherlands became subject to revenue 
stamp duty. Certificates already sold were 
required to be stamped retroactively:
• From June 1 to November 30, 1886, 
certificates could be made current by 
paying one-fifth of the regular duty. Stamps 
overprinted “1/5 Betald” (“1/5 Paid”) were 
used.
• From December 1, 1886, to February 28, 
1887, they could be made current by paying 
half the regular duty.  “1/2 Paid” stamps were 
used.
• After that the full duty had to be paid. 

This company was established in 1869 to promote emigration to its 500,000 
acre Costilla Estate in the San Luis Valley, in the Territories of Colorado and 
New Mexico. It was largely funded by the Dutch banking firm of Wertheim 
and Gompertz (to whom this certificate was made). Its stocks and bonds were 
marketed in the Netherlands as well as the U.S. The company ultimately failed, 
but as the Dutch stamp here shows, it was still hopeful of success in 1886.



1.9  New Zealand

1.9.1  U.S. Second Issue 60¢ 
Second Issue 60¢ recorded on only nine documents 

Above, 1871 bill made at Auckland, amount £250
• New Zealand 1s 8d tax paid on execution at 4d per £50, by “NEW ZEALAND 

STAMP DUTY” 1s 8d embossed stamp at right side 

• U.S. 65¢ tax upon acceptance; Swift & Allen figured the dollar equivalent at 
$1,222.22, and paid with Second Issue 60¢ & 5¢

Second Issue 60¢ recorded on only nine documents, of which this incoming bill 
of exchange from a whaleship master in New Zealand is certainly the most exotic. 

1.9.2  New Zealand Embossed and Adhesive Stamps
Unique triple combination

Left, 1872 bill made at Russell, Bay of Islands, amount £240.16.6
• New Zealand 1s tax paid on execution by “NEW ZEALAND STAMP DUTY” 1 
shilling embossed stamp at right side. At 4d per £50, the correct tax was 1s 
8d, underpaid by 8d. 

• New Zealand 8d deficiency paid by Stamp Duty 1867 8d adhesive tied by 
ms. “Owen & Graham.” The bill had been paid to them, then endorsed to the 
Bank of New Zealand, Auckland, where the stamp was presumably affixed.

 Note the eye-catching displacement of the printed “EIGHT PENCE.” 

• U.S. 60¢ tax upon acceptance; Swift & Allen figured the dollar equivalent 
at $1,172.86 and paid with Second Issue 50¢ & 10¢.

This bill is the more extraordinary for an attached bill of lading for transport of ten casks of sperm oil 
containing about 2,500 gallons to San Francisco aboard the Louisa. 

1.9.3  Triple-Nation 
Combinations!

Sole recorded examples 
from U.S. Civil War era 
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1870 bill made at Manganui, amount £80
• New Zealand 8d tax at 4d per £50, paid by “NEW ZEALAND STAMP DUTY” 8d embossed stamp

• Great Britain 1s tax on incoming bills above £75 to £100, paid by Foreign Bill 1857 1s, necessitated by 
deposit of the bill at Auckland branch of Bank of New South Wales, then at their head office in London 

• U.S. 20¢ tax upon acceptance, on $400 at 5¢ per $100, “Five dollars reckoned as one pound sterling”

The Double Triple”!
Above, 1871 bill, Auckland, amount £250

• New Zealand embossed 1s8d upon on execution

• Great Britain Foreign Bill 1871 3s upon endorsement 
and payment there

• U.S. 65¢ tax upon acceptance, paid with:
• First Issue 25¢ Certificate
• Second Issue 25¢
• Third Issue 15¢

Such 1st-2nd-3rd Issue combinations were possible only 
for a matter of months, with only about twenty recorded. 
That one occurs as part of a triple-nation combinations is 
a statistical miracle.

Four New Zealand - U.S. combinations recorded
All 1870–2 First bills of exchange made by master of 

whaling bark Louisa to pay for supplies at Manganui; 
Auckland; and Russell, Bay of Islands, New Zealand, drawn 
on whaling factors Swift and Allen of New Bedford, 
Massachusetts, each philatelically  remarkable. Ex-Cunliffe

According to the New Bedford Whaling Museum Logbook 
and Journal Database, the Louisa embarked on a three year 
“adventure” to the North Atlantic, South Pacific and Indian 
Oceans in May 1869, returning in June 1872. 



4.  Combinations with Later Taxes
The story ends with a remarkable extension of the subtheme of taxation by 

multiple stamp-issuing entities, this time incorporating different eras.
On very rare occasions documents taxed during the Civil War era — virtually 

always stock certificates and bonds — remained viable for decades, and upon  
transfer or renewal were subject to new taxes.

4.1 U.S. Spanish-American War Era, 1898–1902
4.2 U.S. 1914 Taxes
4.3 U.S. 1917 Taxes - Pennsylvania 1916 Stock Transfer Tax
4.4 U.S. 1932 Taxes - Massachusetts 1914 Stock Transfer Tax
4.5 New York 1905 Stock Transfer Tax
4.6 New York 1917 Investments Tax on Bonds

4.1  U.S. Civil War Era - U.S. Spanish-American War Era, 1898-1902
Fewer than twenty Civil War-1898 combinations recorded

1871 certificate of stock for 100 shares of $100
• Civil War Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax
• Spanish-American War 25¢ tax on power of attorney for stock transfer, 

paid by 10¢ pair & 5¢
• Spanish-American War $2 stock transfer tax at 2¢ per $100, paid by $1 pair

4.3  U.S. Civil War Era - U.S. 1917 Taxes - Pennsylvania 1916 Stock Transfer Taxes
Sole recorded such combination

1868 stock certificate for 200 shares of $25
• Civil War Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax
• U.S. 1917 $1 stock transfer tax at 2¢ per $100, paid by 1917 $1
• Pennsylvania 1916 $1 stock transfer tax at same rate, paid by 1916 Stock Transfer $1

To Horace Greeley, newspaperman, liberal crusader/gadfly (“Go West, young man”), 1872 Presidential candidate

4.2  U.S. Civil War Era - U.S. 1914 Taxes
Two Civil War-1914 combinations recorded

1871 certificate of stock for 100 shares of $10
• Civil War Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax
• 1914 2¢ stock transfer tax at 2¢ per $100, paid by 1914 10¢ (x2)

Taxes effective December 1914 in anticipation of war, in effect 25 months

4.4  U.S. Civil War Era - U.S. 1932 Taxes -Massachusetts 1914 Stock Transfer Tax
Sole recorded such combination; 72 years after issue!

1864 certificate of stock for six shares of $100
• Civil War Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax paid by 25¢ Certificate imperforate
• U.S. 1932 stock transfer tax at 4¢ per $100, 24¢ paid in October 1936 by 1917 20¢ & 4¢
• Massachusetts 1914 stock transfer tax at 2¢ per $100, 12¢ paid in October 1936 by

1914 Stock Transfer 10¢ & 2¢. The transfers occurred 72 years after issue!

The U.S. stock transfer tax of 2¢ per $100 enacted in 1917 had been increased in 1932 to 4¢ per $100.
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4.5  U.S. Civil War Era - New York 1905 Stock Transfer Tax
Fewer than ten such combinations recorded
1872 stock certificate for four shares of $100

• U.S. Certificate of Stock 25¢ tax paid by imprinted 25¢ 
• New York 1905 stock transfer tax of 2¢ per $100 paid by 1908 2¢ (x4)

4.6  U.S. Civil War Era - New York 1917 Investments Tax on Bonds
Sole recorded combination of U.S. Civil War tax and New York Investments tax

May 1863 $500 railroad bond, term an astonishing 999 years

• U.S. tax at Inland Exchange 1863 rate of 10¢ per $200 for durations more (in this case much more!) than six months, thus 30¢
• N.Y. 1917 Tax on Investments, 20¢ per $100 per year, paid for one year in September 1917 by Secured Debt $1, as Investments stamps were not yet available
• Investments tax paid for an additional year in September 1918, this time by Investments $1. Ex-Tolman

The Investments tax applied exclusively to bonds, and was paid voluntarily, in lieu of New York’s onerous personal property tax of roughly 2% per year. The 
Investments tax, at 0.2%, was only a tenth of that, but many chose not to pay it, trusting that the government could not detect their holdings.

The interest on this bond was guaranteed by the prominent Pennsylvania Rail Road Co., making it a worthwhile investment 55 years after issue! 

Retrospective

The variety of federal combinations shown here was possible only 
because of the remarkable scope and duration of the underlying 
taxes. Beginning in October 1862, for a full decade nearly every 
piece of paper that changed hands in the U.S. was taxed. 

With a single exception, each entry in the tax schedules specified 
just a single application of a single tax; even so, the country’s business 
and personal affairs were so extensive and complex that some 
documents ― probably fewer than 1% ― were taxed more than once. 
This exhibit explains the surprising variety of ways this could occur.

California, Nevada: Doubly Taxed Documents Were Significant Revenue Producers
California’s sales of state stamps averaged about $180,000 per year during 1863–1872, just 

1.5% as great as the federal average of $12 million, but accounted for as large a share of total 
revenue as did the federal stamps (California 7%, U.S. 6%; exhibitor’s research). Virtually all 
came from just three document types ― Exchange, Insurance, Passenger ― but California’s 
rates were hugely higher than those of the U.S. ― witness the Pacific insurance Co. transfer 
of policies here (Frame 5, U.S. 50¢, California $100!), and the Bank of California bill of exchange 
(Frame 4, U.S. 2¢, California $90!!), increases of 200-fold and 4,500-fold, respectively. 

Nevada’s sales of state stamps averaged about $25,000 per year during 1865–1872, 
accounting for a useful 2.5% of state revenue (exhibitor’s research). 

A Worldwide Web of Taxes
For all other combinations herein with other stamp-issuing entities 

― Alabama, Oregon, Louisiana; the fifteen foreign nations, states or 
provinces; and the seven different tax regimes of later times ― the 
revenue generated by the combination usages was a small fraction of 
total stamp revenues. 

Their significance lies instead in delineating the astonishingly broad 
boundaries of a web of stamp taxes, extending halfway around the 
globe (to New Zealand!), into both the past and some seven decades 
into the future (to 1936!!) in which documents bearing stamps of the 
U.S. Civil War era could be additionally ensnared.

Blanket Taxation
Complex Society } =>  Occasional Multiple Taxation


